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Abstract
This paper introduces Genre and Ontology-based
Business Information Architecture Framework
(GOBIAF). The aim of Business Information
Architecture (BIA) is to support the development of
holistic information management principles in
geographically dispersed environments.
Communication genres and information need
interviews are used as a domain analysis method.
Ontologies are used as a business infrormation
architecture representation mechanism to explicate the
results of domain analysis.

1 Introduction

Distributed organisations face challenges in
trying to holistically manage information that
is scattered to geographically distributed and
culturally heterogeneous business units. A
significant part of business critical informa-
tion flowing in business processes is based
on actual data originating from production
processes. The use of process-related infor-
mation should be supported and developed
to support business objectives and require-
ments. The problem is, however, twofold.
First, due to the high-level specialisation of
business units, the domain-specific issues re-
quire specialised knowledge to allow one to
interpret and take appropriate actions. Sec-
ond, the vocabularies used in various busi-
ness units may overlap or be incompatible.
The fundamental need is to manage complex
and distributed entities as an entirety.

To overcome these problems, the Genre and
Ontology based Business Information Archi-
tecture Framework (GOBIAF) was developed,
aiming to support business critical informa-
tion management based strategic and oper-
ational thinking, forcing dispersed business
units to define, evaluate, and manage local
business information in a collective and har-
monised way. Business information architec-
ture (BIA) descriptions are achieved through
an iterative development process: from genres
and information need interviews to ontolo-
gies and from genre-based ontologies to BIA
descriptions. The focus is in domain analysis
method and ontology develoment, excluding
the actual architecture implementation in an
operational environment.

This paper provides a general overview to
GOBIA framework (see Figure 1), including a
novel arcitecture taxonomy, genre-based do-
main analysis method and ontology-based
architecure representation and management
mechanism. For more detailed discussion on
the subject, the reader is referred to [11] or
[13]. Section 2 reviews theoretical background
related to genres, ontologies and enterprise
architecture. Section 3 introduces the general
structure of GOBIAF. Finally, section 4 con-
cludes the paper.

2 Theoretical Background
In this section, we provide a brief review
of the theories and terminology related to
genres, ontologies and enterprise architecture.
Our goal is on the ways to interconnect the
concepts.

2.1 Data, Metadata and Ontologies

An ontology is an explicit specification of
a conceptualisation [8]. Because ontological
analysis clarifies the structure of knowledge
[3] within a specific domain, ontologies can
be used in an integration task to describe
the semantics of the information sources and
to make the content explicit [21]. While the
formality and specificity of ontologies varies,
they are used to model real-world knowledge
in a machine-readable way. However, it is im-
portant to clearly distinguish between ontol-
ogy (classes and persistent instances), meta-
data (instances that are used to describe the
actual data), and data. Together, ontology and
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Figure 1: GOBIA Framework.

metadata descriptions constitute a knowledge
base.

RDF (Resource Description Framework) is a
language for representing information about
resources [14] addressable by URI. RDF is
not just a syntax, but a graph-based data
model usable for complex metadata descrip-
tions. This flexibility and its increasing us-
age in the semantic web make RDF an ade-
quate base for general-purpose ontology de-
scriptions. For definition of classes and prop-
erty types, OWL (Web Ontology Language)
[15] was developed on top of RDF. Thus, OWL
ontologies are valid RDF graphs as such, al-
lowing detailed specifications and constraints
of the classes. From the OWL sub-language
family, OWL DL (description logic) provides
moderate expressibility and guaranteed com-
putability for ontology descriptions and was
selected as the ontology language used in this
paper.

2.2 Communication Genres

Genres are prototypical models for communi-
cation [19]. Genres of organisational commu-
nication represent a typified piece of informa-
tion, responding to a recurrent communica-
tive situation, carrying an identified name,
serving specific purposes, and enacting social
substance(s) and form(s) [22]. Thereby, genre
instances usually include domain specific in-
formation concept(s) expressed as part of or-
ganisational communication [11]. We define
information concepts to be anything that can

be addressed and manipulated by a human or
a system as a discrete entity. These informa-
tion concepts derive from organisational cul-
ture and its permanent vocabulary, and are
used in everyday tasks. Information concepts
aggregate related data and knowledge to form
packages describing real-life entities.

Genres are typified social actions, implying
high domain knowledge whose explication
is the target of ontology development. On-
tology development suffers from its compre-
hensive, low abstraction level nature, requir-
ing large amounts of resources to be attained
from scratch. The traditional, unstructured
data collection techniques such as observa-
tions, document analysis, and discussions [24]
seem to be inadequate. Genres and ontolo-
gies complement each other as genres pro-
vide means to model communication taking
place in business processes. Genres highlight
business critical information concepts that are
the classes to be modelled in domain ontol-
ogy. Open and semi-structured information
need interviews [7] seem to provide a prac-
tical way to acquire this knowledge from key
interest groups. The results of genre analysis
are extended to represent not only existing re-
sources but also organisational requirements.

2.3 Enterprise Architecture

EAs are tools to evaluate the current and
future business objectives through examin-
ing the key business, information, applica-
tion, and technology issues and their impact
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on business functions [17]. As an EA is the
glue integrating these distinct issues into a co-
hesive framework, an EA may establish an
enterprise’s mission through optimal perfor-
mance of its core business processes within
an IT environment [5]. Architectural descrip-
tions provide a way to map the information
needs of an organization, to relate them to
specific business functions, and to document
their interrelationships to guide software de-
velopment and to facilitate integration and
sharing of data [2]. This is why architectural
descriptions aim to act as a bridge between
the hard and soft sides [23] within organiza-
tions.

Because architectural descriptions are exactly
as good and valuable as the underlying
(source) data, methods used in domain analy-
sis as well as tools for representing the results
have to be rich and extensive enough (Kaisler
and Armour 2005). Further, state transition di-
agrams and use cases that are traditionally
used in architecture development [5] are valu-
able tools as such but their interconnection
is weak, i.e., in alteration situations where
changes in one model should be mapped to
all the related models. Even if there have been
attempts to provide coherent architecture de-
scriptions [10] there still exists a need for a sin-
gle model type and notation for modeling the
semantics between entities in EA models [6].

3 GOBIAF

Theoretical examination of the concepts of
EA, ontologies, and genres seems to establish
some major similarities to make them feasi-
ble candidates for integration to complement
each other. Ontologies, for one, traditionally
suffer from an information acquisition bottle-
neck [16] to reach essential, domain-specific
conceptualization for what the genre-based
analysis method is designed for. Moreover,
recent architectural approaches seem to lack
consistent information representation mech-
anisms that ontologies provide. Altogether,
the concepts form the basis for four levels
that together compose GOBIAF: the business
process model, information management, on-
tology, and enterprise architecture levels (see
Figure 1.

The problem in recent EA taxonomies (e.g.
[18]) has been how to position informational

Figure 2: BIA in architecture taxonomy.

issues when reflecting the dual nature of con-
temporary organizations. That is, all techni-
cal aspects of an organization, which are man-
aged in application and technology architec-
tures, are perceived to belong to the hard
side of an organization. The soft side, in turn,
consists of business perspectives and socio-
technical aspects that are discussed in busi-
ness architecture. Instead of placing informa-
tion (architecture) on the hard side with appli-
cations and technologies, it may be placed on
the soft side with business architecture. This
kind of architecture taxonomy (see Figure 2)
implies that there are whole bulks of business
information (requirements) that are not neces-
sarily expressed in explicit formats, i.e. in dig-
ital documents. This highlights the role of ap-
plications and technologies as supportive ele-
ments of business operations [12].

The aim of GOBIAF is to express an in-depth
state of the most important aspects of key
business processes and related information
as well as their management, so that exten-
sive horizontal and vertical communication of
business information can be assured in the or-
ganizational scale. Therefore, the direction of
emphasis is, first, on business (processes), sec-
ond, on information necessary to operate the
business, and, third, applications and tech-
nologies necessary to support business oper-
ations. Even if the overall setting sounds hi-
erarchical, we do not want to present it that
way because of the genuine need for iterative
development in practice. Thus, the issues in
the framework are mentally approached top-
down (architecture principles set guidelines
and constraints for the development process)
but the actual EA definition process takes
place in a bottom-up fashion (genre analyses
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provide knowledge for ontologies and genre-
based ontologies provide knowledge for ar-
chitecture descriptions). As a result, architec-
ture descriptions are acquired through an it-
erative development process that is twofold:
from genres (business process model level)
and information need interviews (informa-
tion management level) to ontologies (ontol-
ogy level) and from genre-based ontologies
to BIA descriptions (enterprise architecture
level).

3.1 Business process and information
management levels

The first step in the BIA development process
is genre analysis [20] and information needs
elicitation [12]. Within GOBIAF, the main tar-
get of the genre analysis is to accomplish an
extensive process model from the organiza-
tional communication point of view. Thus, the
original diagonal matrix contrived in genre
sessions is elaborated to a process model
(e.g. a sequence diagram) where genre in-
stances represent activities related to specific
sequence of events. In contrast to mere in-
formation flows, genres emphasize the social
aspects of communication, implying human
comprehension and impact to the particular
communicative situation. Through this char-
acteristic, genres provide a way to reach deep,
domain-specific knowledge of informational
issues that is of special interest in GOBIAF.
Thus, we do not necessarily need any rigid
business process modeling language, such as
BPEL, the use of which would be a prerequi-
site when focusing on business process har-
monization (cf. [4]).

Genre analysis reveals the existence and uti-
lization of contemporary information systems
and applications but it is not capable of, or
even intended for, describing the systems in
detail. Furthermore, the genre-based analy-
sis method does not reveal the usage needs,
i.e., how different interest groups are likely to
use the managed information or even what
that information is, or should be. Open and
semi-structured information need interviews
(at the information management level) are,
thus, seen as prerequisites for deepening the
knowledge of the existing systems. Thus, all
the relevant interest groups are interviewed
to get an overall understanding of the actual
organization-wide daily information needs.
The participants are encouraged to evaluate
and rethink their operations and routines.

Once the needs of individual groups are iden-
tified, they are summarized and presented in
a meeting where all the interest groups are
present. This facilitates a lot of interesting dis-
cussion that is crucial for the development
process as a whole. Thus, the interviews are
seen as a mechanism for elaborating the needs
in order to enhance the overall organizational
information management.

3.2 Ontology level

Once extensive domain analyses in both busi-
ness process and information management
levels are conducted, ontology construction
begins to bind these distinct sources of infor-
mation together. In short, the role of ontolo-
gies in our case is to define business unit-
specific information concepts related to cross-
organizational value-chains in pre-defined
periods of time, i.e., a specific communicative
action (genre), in a business process.

As already stated, this means that the re-
sults of genre analyses give overall knowl-
edge about the present state of operational
activities. It also hints of the state of organi-
zational information management related to
the information concepts, occurring in busi-
ness processes. The information management
level, in turn, complements the genre analysis
by providing extensive information about the
state of information management and related
(future) requirements, as well as the knowl-
edge of the usage of contemporary informa-
tion systems, applications, and technologies
underneath. Both of these aspects are mod-
eled in further detail on the ontology level.

The ontology level complies with the division
presented in [1] where knowledge of the in-
formation creation context is linked to infor-
mation content through generic information
characteristics (Figure 3). Thereby, the ontol-
ogy level consists of three ontologies that to-
gether aim at describing different kinds of in-
formation sources with their respective struc-
ture, access, and format properties. The enter-
prise ontology is aimed to provide informa-
tion about business process specifications on
different abstraction levels. The process mod-
els derived from genre analysis are obtained
into enterprise ontology descriptions. The do-
main ontology, for one, presents the content
of information concepts and their semantics
as well as the relation to the overall organiza-
tional information resource. The information
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Table 1: Data layers in GOBIAF ontology level (domain ontology adapted from process indus-
tries).

Enterprise ontology Information ontology Domain ontology
Ontology
layer
(classes)

Metamodel for busi-
ness process models

Metamodel for information
categories in organisa-
tional communication

Domain concepts for
a given domain

Metadata
layer (in-
stances)

Business process
models

Genres as well as in-
formation creation and
utilisation contexts

Equipment configura-
tions and measurement
property information

Data layer Execution logs from
a workflow system

Document and meta-
data contents related
to genre instances

Measurements and other
context specific data

ontology, in turn, provides links between the
enterprise and domain ontologies, addressing
generic concepts and attributes that apply to
all kinds of information within an enterprise.

Table 1 shows the role of ontologies in relation
to data elements described earlier in the con-
text of process industries (see [12]). Ontology
and metadata descriptions, i.e. RDF graphs
constrained with OWL ontologies (see [14])
to specify the concepts and/or properties (the
ontology) used in metadata descriptions, to-
gether constitute a knowledge base, but with
some differences compared to a traditional
knowledge-based system. URIs are used as
a reference mechanism so that metadata de-
scriptions can be distributed and the annota-
tion of a multitude of resources becomes pos-
sible. Thus, it is possible to enforce consistent
ontologies and practices for metadata annota-
tions within an organization, alleviating the
challenges of logical contradictions in ontol-
ogy descriptions.

3.3 Enterprise architecture level

The enterprise architecture level is repre-
sented as a 3*4 matrix (Figure 4) with archi-
tecture views (business, information, applica-
tion, and technology architectures) on the x-
axis, and levels (enterprise, domain, and in-
formation system/operative levels) on the y-
axis in line with FEA [5] and EA Manage-
ment Grid [9]. Further, architecture dimen-
sions presented on the z-axis provide differ-
ent abstraction levels, viewing the total archi-
tecture description grid. In contrast to FEA
and EA Management Grid, the level of ab-
straction of the architecture dimensions can
be altered from the so-called traditional di-
mension (business, information, application,
and technology architectures) to the BIA di-

mension where business and information ar-
chitectures are mapped together. The total EA
contains BIA and systems architecture (SA),
which consists of application and technol-
ogy architectures. The traditional dimension
is perceived as a starting point in formulat-
ing the scope of the total BIA/EA develop-
ment process. The organizational levels (y-
axis) are included in all the dimensions to
support decision-making taking place in dif-
ferent hierarchical levels in an organization.

Information presented in the BIA dimension
is obtained from ontology descriptions, re-
flecting all the relevant aspects of the domain
at hand (e.g. semantic queries, inference-
based classification, links and pointers to ex-
isting documentation, guidelines and strate-
gies). To be specific, information provided
in ontology descriptions describes the rela-
tion between activities and actors in busi-
ness processes (enterprise ontology) and sig-
nificant information concepts (domain ontol-
ogy). As the ontology level describes differ-
ent kinds of information sources with their re-
spective structure, access, and format proper-
ties, ontologies can be taken as an architec-
ture description language in BIA. Thereby, a
knowledge base of RDF graphs constrained
with OWL ontologies provides a coherent
information representation mechanism that
seems to be missing in the domain of EA.

Ontology descriptions are described on the
Information System/Operative Level in the
form of knowledge base (1). To provide BIA
information on the Domain Level, the ab-
straction level of presented information is in-
creased to provide more holisticity in the de-
scriptions. That is, where Information Sys-
tem/Operative Level was intended to pro-
vide detailed information about, for exam-
ple, the activity level operations in business
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Figure 3: A sketch of the GOBIAF ontology level (domain ontology adapted from process
industries).
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E N T E R P R I S E    A R C H I T E C T U R E

Business Information Architecture Systems Architecture

Business
Architecture

Information
Architecture

Application
Architecture

Technology
Architecture

Enterprise
level

- Aggregated business
requirements from
corporate and enterprise
perspectives

- Requirements for strategic,
enterprise-level ICT usage

- List of main business
processes, functions, and
actions that the enterprise
performs

- A list of aggregated
business assets in which the
enterprise is interested

- Strategic information
management decisions

- Common information
structures

- Strategic application
portfolio of the whole
organization

- High-level application
architecture, application –
process summary

- Strategic technology portfolio
- EAI architecture roadmap

principles
- Technology principles
- Technology/solution

alternatives and choices
- Core technology selection

and maturity analysis

Domain
level

- A model of the actual
business processes that the
enterprise performs,
independent of any system
or implementation
considerations and
organizational constraints.

- Presented as sequential
diagrams that are derived
from genre analysis

- Targeted business
requirements (needs) from
BU perspective

- The relation (information
ontology) between business
processes (enterprise
ontology) and significant
informational assets
(domain ontology)
presented in ontology level
descriptions (semantic
model based on genre and
information management
level analysis)

- Application map per each
application domain

- Applications and their
relations (interoperability
etc. requirements) based on
overlaps in the semantic
model

- Domain-level technology
decisions

- Integration architecture
- Technology & application

architecture
- Product line architecture
- Technology alternatives and

choices

Information
System/oper
ative level

- A model of the logical state
of business operations and
their relation to the
operational requirements
(development proposals in
genre analysis)

- Information need
interviews

- A model of the logical
representation of the
business assets about which
it records information (data
storages)

- A model may include
aspects that should be
digitally managed (tacit
knowledge)

- A model of the logical
systems implementation
supporting the business
processes

- Systems-level technology
platform

- Application architecture
principles and patterns

Views/ 
dimensions

Levels

Figure 4: GOBIAF Architecture Level.

processes, the Domain Level focuses on oper-
ations described in the business unit level. In
other words, only the ontology layer is pre-
sented on the Domain Level. Further, the En-
terprise Level is achieved by further increas-
ing the level of abstraction, aiming to produce
aggregated business and information require-
ments in which an enterprise is interested es-
pecially in a strategic sense. The Enterprise
Level integrates the unit-specific descriptions,
showing the semantics between unit-specific
information concepts through which the pos-
sibilities for data level integration can be eval-
uated. Architectural descriptions on this level
need declarative explanations that can be aug-
mented afterwards to the traditional dimen-
sion to show the semantics between the archi-
tectural dimensions that, in turn, increase the
readability of the descriptions.

4 Conclusion
In this paper, we build on findings derived
from recent literature and from practical expe-

riences, addressing the importance and use-
fulness of the soft side of organizations to act
as a baseline in EA development. A business
information driven approach is, however, re-
mained somewhat unexplored because most
of the contemporary EA models are focusing
on evaluation and development of technical
aspects of total EA. The technical orientation
may, however, be problematic because busi-
ness is supposed to be accommodated to con-
straints IT poses. Further, contemporary EA
models seem to focus on representing existing
resources and information already managed
in digital formats.

When business information is used as the
baseline for EA development a few issues
have to be taken into consideration. The first
one is how to differentiate business informa-
tion from its initial contexts in an efficient, ex-
tensive, and standard way. The second prob-
lem is how the semantics between the de-
rived information set can be presented and,
third, mapped to EA descriptions. The paper
demonstrates how not just communication
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genres complement ontologies but also how
genre-based ontologies complement EA de-
scriptions, providing synergy between them
to address the issues mentioned above. The
core concepts and the generic steps of de-
velopment process, defining the GOBIAF are
presented in the paper.

The main reason for using ontologies instead
of traditional enterprise architecture descrip-
tion mechanisms derives from the assump-
tion that most contemporary enterprises do
not develop information systems internally
anymore. Instead, they acquire and integrate
enterprise application packages to form a de-
sired backbone for their enterprise. Thereby,
without a formal and abstract method to de-
scribe organization-wide business informa-
tion requirements, enterprises may not have
control over their architectural descriptions
because they have to adopt information and
process models embedded in the software
packages. Thus, the usage of ontologies as an
information system independent enterprise
architecture description language brings sev-
eral advantages especially when an organiza-
tion is planning to alter its actual structure
and processes reported in the baseline EA.

In addition to advantages in describing se-
mantics between information concepts, on-
tologies also provide a shared vocabulary and
point of reuse when collaborative information
systems are developed based on derived ar-
chitecture descriptions. This stems from the
fact that formal ontologies are, in contrast to
EA, executable entities, describing EA from
different points of view. Thereby, the use of
ontologies in EA descriptions makes them
truly valuable, not just as general blueprints
of reference after completing the architecture
but also in actual implementation of solutions
to achieve greater efficiency. In practice, on-
tologies in architecture descriptions seem to
bind the soft and hard sides of an organization
closer together and, consequently, to decrease
the possibility of the traditional business/IT
alignment problem.
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